Visit our stunning inground
pool display today!
3567 IH 35 South @ Exit 183
New Braunfels, Texas

830.387.4020
www.leisurepoolsusa.com
Show Room & Pool Park Hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 5 pm | Saturday 12 pm - 4 pm
Sunday Closed | Open During Summer Trading Season

Breakthrough Pool Styles That Impress
Experience, quality, and innovation combined to give you an incredible pool, without
sacrificing design.
Extensive market research with
current customers and computeraided design have both contributed
to the different pool styles developed
for you at Leisure Pools. Kerry Pain
with over 25 years in the Australian
residential fiberglass swimming pool
market has made it his mission to
provide you with innovative and
structurally solid designs.
Your pool is not only functional in design and beautiful in appearance,
but it will suit your home whether your it's contemporary or traditional,
whether your area is large or small, there will be a style, size and color to
suit your needs (and budget) perfectly.

Moroccan Style

Riviera Style

Kerry Pain with fiberglass pool model “It’s not about offering 50 types of
pools, it is about offering classic and innovative styles that work well in
residential environments” says Kerry when talking about the new Leisure
Pools styles. “Once you have the style that fits the homeowner's
preference, then we look to pool size because people have different
usage requirements for the pools backyard sizes and budgets.”
“After style and size have been determined then it’s a question of
choosing the most suitable color. Color theory is so vitally important in
achieving a stunning look in your back yard” says Kerry.
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Courtyard Roman Style
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So, whether your home is contemporary or traditional, whether your pool site is large or small, there’s
a Leisure Pool style, size and color to suit your needs (and budget) perfectly. With a Leisure Pool
you’ll be Swimming in Quality and Style®.

Tuscany Style

Sorrento Style Spa

Roman Style
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